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Preface
by Ann S. Pihlgren, PhD, Research Director at Ignite Research Institute, and translator of the article.
This article was first published in Swedish in 1975. Its author, professor Lars
Lindström (1943-2018), started his professional career as a psychologist,
interested in pedagogy, psychology, and arts education. He was a guest
researcher at Harvard University, Graduate School of Education in 1991. In
1999 he became professor in education with a particular interest in esthetic,
technical, and practical knowledge traditions. 2010 he was awarded the
prestigious Edwin Ziegfeld Award for his great achievements in art education
research. One of his research papers on the subject, Creativity: What is it?
Can you assess it? Can it be taught?, was also awarded as best article in the
field.
Lars Lindström had a strong interest in idea history, general education and aesthetic areas, and this
formed his interdisciplinary approach to research. Among other things he wrote about bildning
(general education) Socrates’ art of interlocution, Aristotelian wisdom, creativity, the importance of
technical, art, and slojd (handicraft) education in school, portfolio and formative assessment. A
project he was particularly proud of was the contemporary translation of the Swedish early reader
Orbis sensualium pictus by Johan Amos Commenius, first published in 1682.
Lindström was, during the 1970ies, an active member of the early Swedish Society for Freinet
Education. He was during a period the Swedish correspondent for the international Freinet
movement, FIMEM, and was one of the founders of the Swedish Freinet movement. He withdrew
from the movement in the later 1970ies when the political climate became demagogic, and he was
accused of having a too bourgeoise background (his parents were teachers) by some of the members
of the movement. However, he never lost interest in Freinet’s pedagogy and extended his
pedagogical interest to a lot of areas close to the ones that Freinet valued, also when becoming a
professor.
This is one of Lindström’s early articles, written during a period in Swedish educational history that
was highly politically affected. This is clearly notable in the rhetoric of the paper. The paper consists
of two sections, the first chapter gives an overview of the decline of the Swedish school system. The
present-day interest here might be to ponder on how little seems to have happened since then – we
are still making the same arguments about modern schools. However, the object of worry is
nowadays not so much the working-class students, but students with an immigrant background.
Changing “working-class” to “immigrant” would make the article almost completely up-to-date… The
second part, starting with “Who was Célestin Freinet?” gives an overview of Célestin Freinet and his
pedagogical ideas, as well as of the Freinet movement. Here, Freinet’s earlier rhetoric blends with
Lindström’s, it is an interesting document of the era when the texts are produced. The political
message is clear and strong, sometimes overshadowing and obscuring the pedagogical message.
However, to the persistent reader, there are several pedagogical jewels to find.
July 2018, RIDEF in Ljungskile, Sweden.
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The Pedagogy of Work
by Lars Lindström
The Swedish school faces a crisis. A great number of students leave the compulsory school without
elementary knowledge. Attempts to deal with the problem has been made by introducing student
support and individualization – without realizing that school skills trained in a social vacuum results in
uninterested students.
With growing demands on a school anchored in reality, the French educator Célestin Freinet
becomes interesting to us. The author of this article, Lars Lindström, is the Swedish correspondent
for FIMEM (Fédération Internationale des Mouvements d’Ecole Moderne) and has written his
psychology baccalaureate thesis about Freinet.
Different investigations say that at least a tenth of secondary school students read so bad that they
haven’t any joy in reading either newspapers or books. The latest investigation presented by The
National School Board, The Alfavux investigation, records that 20 000 students every year leave
grade nine without knowing how to read and write good enough to be able to cope in society – at
work, as a consumer, or as a citizen. These students cannot fill in a form, they cannot read a contract.
They haven’t got more knowledge than the average student in grade six.
And it is in particular the children of working class parents who are affected, as it turns out. In a
newly presented investigation of The Reading and Writing Abilities Through the School Years, Hans
Grundin (1975) states that students from the highest social class can be said to have an advantage in
their development of skills before students from the lowest social class – an advantage
corresponding two or even three years of schooling.

Two perspectives on school
These are scaring and serious facts. What can be done? I will propose that there are principally two
ways to analyze and deal with the failure of school from a social perspective. It can be seen 1) from
the perspective of the present school, 2) with the social reality of the working-class children. The first
way has been tested without success. The second is still in many aspects the way of untested
possibilities…
1). According to the first perspective the working-class child is seen as ‘socially handicapped’. This is
assumed because of what the working-class environment lacks, namely educational experience. And
different ways are used to try to ‘lift’ the working-class children and compensate them for their lack
of study tradition.
In the USA the pressure of a strong opinion and growing demands of qualification from the business
market has led to the development of extensive programs for what is called compensatory
education, e.g. Demonstration Guidance Project (1957-1962), Higher Horizons Program (1959-1962),
and Head Start Program (1965). These programs were directed towards language training for socially
disadvantaged children, and were built up by programmed material, educational devices, ‘verbal
bombardment’ etc. But the results haven’t so far reached the highly set expectations. It can on the
whole be seen as a failure.
The same is true about the equality goals in Swedish schools, for instance the experiments with
individualization within the classroom. Twenty-five years of reforms show no positive social results,
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Ingemar Emanuelsson (1974) stated in a doctorial thesis about educational handicap in a long-term
perspective. Instead the compulsory school system creates new problems for many students.
Similar conclusions are drawn by Gunnar Hansson (1975) in a new investigational report about the
Swedish education in school: Reading and literature. The investigation shows that school didn’t
succeed to eliminate differences in knowledge and skills that could be attributed to the fact that the
students have different conditions (sic!) from their home environment when they enter school.
Students with weak reading ability and lacking study tradition also tend to see school work as less
meaningful, compared with other students. Hansson notes: ‘It is school’s failure when the weak and
already disadvantaged students see school work as a waste of time and feel that they don’t belong to
the community of teachers and other students. This can lead to nothing else but these students
lagging even further behind and becoming even more negative to school and education.”
But why is a big group of students regarding school as a ‘waste of time’? Why is the negative attitude
towards school and education so widely spread? Can the problem be solved by more supportive
interventions and an even more effective individualization, as is often stated in educational debates?
Or is the essential problem rather that school skills are trained in a social vacuum and in a way that a
vast majority of students doesn’t find meaningful? If the latter is the case we could also explain why
the so far implemented compensatory efforts have led to so week results.
2). If we are to understand the failure of school in a more thorough way, and at the same time find
new ways of action, we should choose the other perspective – the social reality of the working-class
children. Then, we could rightly ask the question if it isn’t today’s school that is ‘socially
handicapped’, that is – too isolated from the reality of the labor population and too one-sided
theoretical. As someone has pointed out ‘socially handicapped’ could also mean for instance the
teacher or the school system administrator, who have taken the direct wagon from secondary school
to university, teacher training and back to school as a teacher. That is, a person having little contact
with the experiences from industries or the labor experience, and who might not dare to make the
required home-visits etc.
A lot of time and resources are used today to treat individual students’ symptoms of school fatigue
and boredom. However, in perspective very little has been done to adjust to the majority of
students, their context and traditions. “In its content and the way school works … it is to a high
extent still the ‘old’ school, e.g. a school for the middle-class and for the intellectually and culturally
ambitious. Recruiting teachers, teacher education, study material, and with this the whole reference
system of education, is still located within the frames of the ‘old’ school” (Hansson, 1975).
The educators Lennart Christiansson and Sven Andersson (1975) this spring published a research
rapport on A local school system and its relation to the local community and industry. The rapport
summarizes the social problems of present school as follows:
The general education knowledge mediated in school lacks in several areas
connections to the students’ home context. This is a general problem. In workingclass children’s environment there is often also a high regard of the practical, the
beneficial and useful. In an academic context the theories in themselves are
interesting, but in a labor context theory is more likely considered as useful when
it works or else of no interest. To be able to cope with problems in a practical
environment is valued higher by those having a practical line of work, rather than
encyclopedic knowledge, which might at most be respected.
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Dealing with school problems, it would be misleading to simply assume that the
labor environment lacks something that others have: Study tradition. Maybe one
ought to penetrate the traditions of these homes and discuss how school could
link to these. Theory and general education ought to be introduced to these
groups of students in a more natural way, and the educational situation ought to
be linked to the social background and context of the students.
In the battle for a school in the service of the people, the unification of theory and practice is put up
as a main demand. An all-round (both practical and theoretical) education presupposes above all that
the students achieve a higher degree of direct experience of work life, in middle and secondary
school, as internship. But in addition, the educational methods in school have to change in a way that
promotes an investigative and analyzing spirit and a fruitful exchange with the surrounding
community.
The growing demands for a more practically oriented and reality-based school makes the pedagogy
of Frenchman Cèlestin Freinet particularly interesting and valid for Swedish conditions. Freinet’s goal
was to make school “a workshop integrated with the life of the context”, a place where every worker
could feel in his own element and where the work of the hand would retrieve its intellectual and
social dignity. Among other things, he strived to repeal the unnatural differentiation between
theoretical and practical work. The pedagogy of Freinet, or The Pedagogy of Work, as he would call
the method himself, links naturally to the traditions of a labor environment. It is an extension of the
collective school tradition – rather than stressing individual accomplishments; of the focus on practice
– rather than the worshipping of theories and methods for their own sake; of the trust of the
material and social organizational form – rather than charismatic leader personalities (the super
teacher); and the acceptance of the discipline of the working cooperative – rather than the liberalistic
“freedom”. A veteran within the Freinet movement, who was interviewed by me, pointed out:
“Freinet’s pedagogy is natural where people has to create something themselves, find their roots and
recreate their culture. It is a pedagogy that has to be adapted to the unique conditions in every
country where it is applied.” (Mme Servin)

Who was Cèlestin Freinet?
Cèlestin Freinet was born 1896 in the countryside of Provence, he attended seminar in Nice and
entered the first World War where he was seriously hurt. As a convalescent in 1920 he came to Barsur-Loup, where he got at teaching position in a country school, like most other schools at that time:
dirty, gloomy, stale smelling of school and attended by 35 students, of which many were agricultural
workers sons and had very little to spare for intellectual exertions.
Freinet had incurred a lung injury in war and had problems talking for a longer period at a time in the
cooped-up and dusty schoolroom, and this handicap was a factor contributing to his pedagogical reorientation. He soon discovered that the traditional exercises made the children as tired as he was
ingured himself. He made contact with and got to know the educational movements for a new school
that experienced a productive time during the mid and late nineteen-twenties (Rifbjerg, 1972). But it
was in the life of the children where Freinet would find the new elements to his pedagogical work. It
was their interest he had to find, support and develop. Freinet started to get to know the life of the
village and slowly tested more effective tools and methods in school.
In 1924 Freinet for the first time used “the printing press in school”. He stresses that it’s important
that everything being printed should be in the language of the children, their own reflections and
experiences. Encouraged by his friend Henri Barbusse – the founder of the international Clarté
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movement – he publishes his first pedagogical articles in the
magazine Clarté. The same year he starts the “school
correspondence”, an exchange of printed papers and
booklets etc, between his school in the mountains by the
Italian boarder and the school of his friend Daniel, in one of
Bretagne’s fishing villages. Never had the children read
something with greater interest! Freinet notes in his diary
“28th of October 1924: Now we’re not alone anymore!”
In 1925: Freinet visits the Soviet Union invited as a
representative of the local cooperative – a rather unusual
phenomenon at that time – that he was part in launching.
Here he meets with Nadezjda Krupskaja, who was
Education Commissar and an advocate for “control from
below in the education of the people” (Krupskaja, 1918). He
also met Maxim Gorky.

Working together at the printing press. One of
Freinet’s goals was to abolish the unnatural
distinction between theoretical and practical
work, to make school a functioning workshop
integrated in the life of the context, a place
where every worker would feel in his or her own
element and where the work of the hand would
regain its intellectual and social dignity.

In 1926 Freinet summarizes two years of experience in the
booklet L’Imprimerie à l’Ecole (The printing press in school).
Together with
active friends
within the teacher group he starts La Coopérative de
l’Enseignement Laïc (C.E.L. The cooperative for education for
the people). This struggling association, closely linked to the
labor unions, not only was involved in overall educational
issues, but were also involved in solving technical and
practical problems. One of the tasks of C.E.L. was to produce
teaching material of different sorts, that the publishers
didn’t dare or want to invest in or where they – like all
capitalistic businesses – demanded a share in the profit of
something that in the beginning might have been produced
on a voluntary basis. (C.E.L. now have around 50.000
cooperators and have an extensive production, serving
around 35 000 teachers.)
The text is inserted by hand. This
procedure has the advantage that even a
young child can follow and master every
step of the text production and that it’s
easy to make corrections and
improvements during the process by
exchanging types.

In 1927: Freinet collects supporters for the use of the
printing press in school to a meeting and publishes the first
Gerbe Enfantine (The Children’s Sheaf), a magazine for
children, edited by children. To enhance mutual exchange, a
workers’ bulletin is started, L’Educateur (The Teacher), still
being published and now the main paper for the Freinet
Movement.

Freinet’s pedagogy is from now on characterized by:
a) Cooperation on the basis of work
b) Precedence of the tools and the pedagogical techniques
c) Orientation towards a pedagogy in the service of the people, founded on the respect for the
child, the free expressions and the motivating activities.
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He is all through applying a materialistic way of seeing things – the pedagogical materialism (“le
matérialisme scolaire”) – springing from concrete investigations of what is actually possible, rather
than from abstract reasoning about how the genial teacher ought to be constituted. Freinet wants to
change the daily work at school and the working conditions, rather than putting the teacher in an
idealized position.

Battle on two fronts
In 1928 Freinet moves to Saint-Paul-de-Vence, where he becomes a victim of the right-wing
extremism which raged in France during the early nineteen-thirties. The local right-wing fought
Freinet and at one time it was almost a lynch mood, during several months of fighting “class against
class”. In spite of a national campaign, organized by the left-wing organizations in favor of Freinet,
the renewer was fired and forced to leave the official school system.
He had to start his own school and– with the support of the local villages – it opened in Vence 1935.
To this school, workers’ and farmers’ children had precedence. The school also accepted refugee
children, at the same time as the Spanish members of the movement in the middle of the Spanish
civil war – with weapons in hand – in Aragón and Catalunya founded a proletarian school directly
using Freinet’s pedagogy.
In France 1936 the People’s Front was the majority in the Parliament, and the Freinet movement got
better working conditions. During a year of hectic work, the movement developed to hold around
1 500 members. At the same time Freinet, together with Romain Rolland, organized Le Front de
l’Enfance (The Children’s Front). Intense efforts were made to give the movement a broad basis, and
a kind of program for a proletarian school was presented for the labor organizations as a possible
platform for a united front. Pedagogy and class struggle became one to the movement during these
years. It was a two-front battle. Freinet himself was part of organizing 80 farmer cooperatives in his
department. But the constantly renewed proposals for a school in the service of the people was
hardly even considered by the labor organizations in France.
By the out-break of war 1940, Freinet was arrested and brought to the Vichy government
concentration camp. However, he was released on parole after 21 months because his health had
seriously declined, duly part to his old war injury. Under and right after this difficult time he wrote
some of his most significant works: L’Education du travail (The Pedagogy of Work) and Essais de
psychologie sensible appliquée de l’Education (Reasonable Psychology in Education). In these texts he
strove to clarify his ideas in a simple and understandable way, in the language of the people. When
Freinet left the camp, he joined the resistance in Vallouise Valley and he became their leader from
1944.

The movement spreads
Freinet returned after the liberation to his school in Vence 1947. The movement, who had passed the
trials during the war, resumed the struggle for a “modern school (a school corresponding with the life
form and expectations of a proletariat which every day grows in consciousness of its historical and
human role)” (Freinet, 1969). In this situation – at a point when Freinet thought that the forces
mobilized for the liberation also were able to carry out a social revolution – he wrote, apart from
some smaller writings, the book Pour l’Ecole du Peuple (For the School of the People) where he with
great accuracy describes the material equipment and the social routines of his school.
Freinet tours France and mobilizes teachers for the new techniques. In 1948 L’Institute Coopératife
d’Ecole Moderne (I.C.E.M.), was formed, an institute for pedagogical research, material publications,
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publishing, organization of courses, congresses and so on. C.E.L. – the directly connected consumers
cooperative – at the same time moves into their own facilities in Cannes. The movement grows
gradually in extent and amplitude, now having representatives in all departments in France (around a
hundred) and in all school forms: Primary, middle, secondary school, university, the technical school,
preschool and school forms for individuals with disabilities. To the meetings in each department 100200 teachers normally turns up. The yearly held congresses, the heart of the movement and the axis
around which other activities are moving, gather teachers in hundreds from France and other
countries (by the way, in 1967 a Chinese observer participated).
In La Charte de l’Ecole Moderne (The Program for a Modern School), which was adopted at the
congress 1968 it was said that “Freinet’s pedagogy is in its soul international. Stemming from the
principle of cooperative work groups we endeavor to expand our activities internationally. Our
internationalism is to us more than a creed, it is a necessity to our work.” The year following the first
teacher meeting in 1927 the movement was spread to neighboring countries like Belgium, Spain,
Switzerland, and Tunisia. The proportion of co-workers (“Camarades travailleurs”, e.g. teachers using
the pedagogy of work) outside the boarders has grown constantly and at this point there are work
groups and correspondents in 42 countries.
In 1964 the Fédération Internationale des Mouvements d’Ecole Moderne (F.I.M.E.M., B.F. 251, f06406, CANNES, FRANCE) was founded as an organization for mutual exchange between
independent cooperatives, according to every country’s government. FIMEM’s head is called Le Lien
(the connecting link). FIMEM’s task is to develop the contacts between different countries, document
experiences, study how techniques and work tools can be adapted to the conditions in different
countries, collect school magazines and children’s art works in a permanent library and museum, and
to organize meetings for study and work. A first Rencontre (meeting) Internationale des Educateurs
Freinet (RIDEF) was held in Belgium 1968. The latest meeting (in which I attended after having made
contact with the Freinet movement via my research work at the Pedagogic Institution in Stockholm)
was held in Scotland (1974). This year the meeting was in Algeria. The two summer weeks that the
meeting lasts is dedicated to exchange of pedagogical ideas and experiences, and to project work (I
attended a work group studying Scottish unions).
From this year – the same year as Freinet’s book For the School of the People was translated into
Swedish – a Swedish contact branch is forming. The interest to form local study-circles and work
groups is very big. A teacher explains that “the biggest importance of Freinet’s book is that it opens
an accessible road for ordinary teachers (and not only ‘super-educators’) to break with the cramming
school and realize the great and beautiful goals that today tend to give us a bad conscience and a
feeling of inadequacy.”
Freinet died in Vence 1966. Hardly any field of knowledge seemed strange or indifferent to him. He
early realized the importance of the transformation that took place in mathematics and physics. One
of the problems that particularly occupied him during his last years was how teaching in these
subject areas could be renewed in order to better respond to the latest scientific findings.

Open the school to life
Freinet’s education builds on the idea that school should be open to life, be in constant contact with
the surrounding community and adapt and develop the problems and interests that children
experience in their context. The school must be in the service of the people and correspond to the
social, intellectual, technical, and moral needs in people’s life, Freinet writes. In focus stands the
child, but not the child as an isolated being, but the child as a citizen and as a participant of a working
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community. Taking a start in the interests of the child the school should be organized as a
cooperative. Every week the students agree on a working schedule. On a wall-journal they write
down their suggestions, critique, praise etc., things that they consider important to discuss during
the weekly meeting. The students make surveys and experiments and trust the practice and their
own experiences as sources of knowledge and norm, so that they are able to evaluate the knowledge
summarized by others. Humans today are used to passively being led towards goals that aren’t
important to them, that don’t connect to their own lives, and that lack every connection to their
potential strengths, Freinet writes. The child, not being used to be shuffled around, stubbornly
resists. It asks “Where are we going?... Are we there yet, tell …? Why are we going here and not to
another place?” (Freinet, 1966). And it wants to stop and pick a flower, listen to the brook, or follow
a crossing path. Freinet states that the child has a will to learn, as long as it has access to an
environment that is rich in possibilities of a meaningful activity. Through his practice he realized that
“the only knowledge that can affect a person is the one that he himself has discovered and acquired
(Freinet, 1966).
The children get used to a scientific approach. If the teacher thinks that the results from the
students’ investigations are wrong or one-sided he must – like children who are critical – search for
the alternative information on which he bases his judgement and presents it to the students. The
students have to learn how to make judgements. This doesn’t make the teacher’s task less important
– on the contrary! He will have to make it easier for the students to put into actions their fumbling
investigations which, according to Freinet (1969) are “the bearing principal of true education”, and
furthermore he should help them to accelerate the process, as well as systematize, compare, and
draw conclusions.

Work perspective
The works of the children are documented and collected in an archive so they can be used in the
future. The school work and the students’ experiences outside school result in free texts, printed in a
class magazine. These texts also contribute to guiding the school work by opening a work
perspective. While talking about the texts the group is able to see new possibilities for work, new
knowledge objects. The students are themselves responsible for the manual printing procedure with
insertion etc.
Class papers, artefacts etc. are exchanged between school classes from different parts of the country
and even between different countries (contact person for the international correspondence is Robert
Marois, École normale mixte, Bd St-Exupery, F-58020 NEVERS FRANCE). The correspondence inspires
to new fields of interest and complex of interests where the different “subjects” (artificially isolated
in the traditional school) are integrated in a functional way for the child. As an example, the contact
with children from other contexts often stimulates to investigations regarding the own local
environment, making demands on documentation by the children. Other possibilities are opened by
the school meetings, during gardening, and working in school workshops, by participating in life
outside school, or by the findings the children themselves bring to school with the help of surveys,
artifacts, articles, books that have captured their interest and by their own lively and captivating
stories.
Freinet tries to capture as many directions in which the children’s authentic life is divided. The
pedagogic task is to help them in the best possible way to a manual, artistic, and psychological
fulfillment of their most important possibilities. But this task doesn’t come about as a magical
product of an anti-authoritarian group, where the teacher resigns his authority without giving the
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children a real alternative. A so called free pedagogy is by Freinet regarded as a bourgeoise way, only
leading to failure, humiliation, and passivity.

The pedagogy of work
The driving force of Freinet’s pedagogy is the work, aiming towards a
goal (“one only works for someone”, Freinet writes), the non-alienated
work that overthrow the false alternative of work put against
leasure/play. This dichotomy is a bi-product of the bourgeoise
impoverishment of human activity. “Work is seen as connected to
anguish and pains, humble conditions, a humiliating situation that one
is obliged to leave as soon as one can. Play, compensation for the
painstaking slaving, a light in the dark, the utmost goal for the
imagination of those who cannot see beyond the indulgences that it
brings.
Freinet’s originality wasn’t that he pointed out the necessity of
children’s work to acquire knowledge, something that was proved
before him with “les methodes novelles” (the new methods) applied in
Geneva. Freinet wasn’t the major advocate of an “école active” (active
school). His contribution was “to discover and describe a living school,
a natural prolonging of the life of the child in its environment”
(Berteloot, 1967). With this he went further than the “active
methods”: “One tends to make activity the new educational credo,
believing that the child isn’t happy or fulfilled if not in lively activity
and manual dealings with the environment… this is once again to grab
the smaller side of the problem and… it will not bring us further”,
Freinet (1969) writes. “The risks of making mistakes will be reduced if
we say, not that the child needs activity, but that it without
interruption is determined to master and realize its life, even to
establish and increase its strengths and that this requires as varied
tentative experiences as possible, prior to incorporating life’s
tendencies and rules… The effort made by humans to actively adapt to
an outer necessity, to preserve and increase his or her potential
strength, this is work” (Freinet, 1969).

“The lady wants to take THE
SUN to put it in her hair. The
snow does NOT want her to
do that. The sun and the snow
are friends”. Free text, printed
with large types, from a
magazine made by preschool
children. The magazine also
includes the drawings that the
children have chosen to be
most expressive, not always
the most perfect.

But the original meaning of work has been masked to a degree in which we tend to misunderstand
the connection between work and life that Freinet wants to restore and that Friedrich Engels (1965)
reminds us of in his essay “The share of work in the transformation of ape to human”, precisely that
work is “the first basic prerequisite for all human life, and this to such a high degree that we might
have to say: It has made man himself”. “Work is the oil in the lamp of life, lighted by the thought”, an
economist says, quoted by Karl Marx (1970, s. 427) and he adds: “A childishly foolish occupation
makes children silly (John Bellers).
Freinet’s pedagogy is “an education… with work in the center, an education through work” (Freinet,
1967), an education which character and which different parts are formed according to the demands
of work. “The work should be the main principle, the driving force, and the philosophy behind the
school of the people, it shall be the activity in which all skills have originated.”
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Purposeful tools
Primarily, work demands a material organization. It is a common truth that work doesn’t bring crop
without proper tools, serving their purpose. “It seems irrebuttable that it is the tools that have
created civilization. And it seems normal to mark the steps of progress, not by developing one or the
other abstract thought through the magical power of imagination, but through the slow and
tentative accomplishment of tools…” Freinet writes (1967). By using and improving the tools that
culture presents to the children they can develop their activities and learn to master their
environment. And the tools that the children must learn to handle to reach their aims aren’t just
manual but also intellectual. Because “it is through work that thinking is refined. But thinking also
affects working conditions” (1967).

Democratic methods
The next major principal for a successful work is a social organization. The child cannot follow its
individual impulses or whims at all times and the important interaction with the context will not be
fruitful if left to chances. The life in school must be organized in all details to guarantee that the work
result will be satisfactory enough to justify the children’s eagerness and keep their enthusiasm alive.
This social organization is the class – the students
and the teacher – and their cooperative creation.
It stands in a functional relationship to its life, it is
not an external charge or a system of abstract
rules. “What will disappear is inevitably this outer,
formal discipline without which our present school
would be nothing else than an incipient chaos. In
the school of tomorrow discipline will be a natural
expression, and a result, of the functional
organization in the cooperative community and
activity of school.” (Freinet, 1975). “With the
printing press in school, the magazine, and the
The children are chairing a week meeting. The two last
correspondence between schools we will put our
hours of the week are reserved for a joint meeting.
children durably and technically in contact with
During this the class, among other things, will discuss
the working and living conditions of other
the critique, praise, and suggestions that the children
children in other contexts. The work will from
have noted on the wall journal during the past week.
now on be motivated by this, also improving the
ones who take advantages, it will in a natural way make them conscious of their individual, social,
and moral obligations. Work is henceforth desired, required, sought-after as a privilege and this
excludes at the same time automatically the habitual laziness, deceitfulness, and lying, the results of
a forced labor! Taking responsibility is dangerously theoretical if it doesn’t stem from a responsibility
in relation to cooperation and work. These changes of living conditions are most salient in our classes
due to the changes in atmosphere, emotions and tensions… The cooperative organization harmonize
personal development with the demands of the context. This will give us personalities in equilibrium,
not only intellectually, but also mentally and socially” (Freinet, 1960).
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From the magazine made by a middle school class in Breteull (France), guided by the Freinet teacher Mme Duval. The
magazine covers so called free texts documenting the children’s experiences. The texts are chosen, printed, and
distributed by the children themselves, for example to pen pal classes in other places.

THE SCHOOL
I like school because we work. I don’t like dictation, I make too many mistakes. The teacher is kind to us. I
like working in workshop and gymnastics. In workshop every group make their own work. For the report
meeting in class I chose a subject that interests me: manufacturing of honey, the grass-snake, or the
silkworm. I study it and tell the class about it. I’m not forced to learn it by heart. I have some
responsibilities, I refill color in the felt pens, manage the workbooks and tidy the big types. When I have
ideas, I write them down on the wall journal to be discussed with the others on Saturday morning.

The practice is vital
Freinet’s pedagogy and Célestin Freinet himself, the man who created it, is a unity, Elise Freinet
(1967) writes. “This pedagogy is an authentic creation in which self-learning plays have a dominating
role. What is really most astonishing is that Freinet’s works in their most original forms don’t have
any forerunners.” The young teacher Freinet didn’t start his work having a readymade truth.
Certainly, he was in contact with the thoughts formed by his contemporary leading educators such as
Decroly, Ferrière, and Motessori; he had read Marx and Lenin; but it was primarily in contact with the
reality of school that his growing doubt about the traditional educational methods was triggered, and
which harmful consequences he little by little perceived more clearly.
“We are not theorists but practitioners” Freinet (1967) writes. “Practitioners who, like craftsmen by
the workbench, sometimes have limited theoretical knowledge, but who invent or improve the work
tools, and develop their touch and work processes to such a degree that they finally can be
systemized and codified to be used by less inventive or less privileged colleagues”. Freinet returned
again and again to the fact that it is the practice that is vital. “Our results are always and exclusively
the fruit of tentative experiments, worked out in the school reality with the children and in the
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normal context of the public school” he writes (Freinet, 1967). His pedagogic thinking and practice
constantly developed in a persistent interaction (the theory enriching the practice and the practice
guided by theory) in a slow progression, patiently seeking, testing and with temporary setbacks in
work towards a possible change.

A dynamic pedagogy
Freinet’s pedagogy cannot be understood as a predetermined schedule where the concrete reality of
school will fit. Freinet wanted his contribution to be called “techniques”, a name that would mark
that his suggestions might be changed, complemented, and improved. He did not want to create a
pedagogy that would be perceived as ready and constant, like the pedagogies of Decroly and
Montessori. Like with psychology, pedagogy has to be dynamic and not static. “Life is not a condition,
it is a becoming. It is this becoming that has to give life to our psychology to affect and guide the
pedagogy” (Freinet, 1967). It is from this point of view that Freinet directs some criticism towards
Montessori. “The most complete methods – e.g. Maria Montessori’s – don’t take into account the life
of the child, in all its diversity, but use a systematic investigation limiting the experiments to a certain
number, by the teacher beforehand well defined, prepared and predicted” (Freinet, 1975).
The techniques that Freinet developed were to himself only aids to accomplish something else, open
school to life, to make school a workshop integrated to the life context, to unite the development of
the individual and the collective etc. Yet he could hardly avoid that some of his techniques – like the
school printing press and the school correspondence – have become school fetishes, e.g. taken out of
their context and become goals in themselves.
In summer 1974 I spoke to Mme Servain, who had been active within the Freinet movement for 25
years. She meant that the countries where Freinet’s endeavors best were put to action (with or
without direct influence) were Italy1 – where the hard class struggle had led to a polarization within
the school field too, resulting in teachers’ approaching unions and committees – as well as in China
(after the cultural revolution). To most Freinet sympathizers, Freinet’s warning in L’Educateur
prolétarien in 1938 is still a reality: “There is no Freinet method. Yes, I took the initiative to the
school printing press, of which significance to the liberation of the children in schoo, l cannot really
judge. But our method would be a farce if it would restrict to this technique, if this would be the
value at the expense of other, a particular activity, if this would make us ignore the uncountable
resources in terms of life, discoveries, and experiences that those who have gone before us on this
dangerous road has contributed with. We are not fanatic supporters of a method. We are a
pedagogic movement, an extensive movement enhancing the practical tailoring of our school to the
needs of time and the resources that the social and scientific reality today offer us. We are above all
practitioners working, without the prejudice against this or that technique”2. Freinet writes in the
following text that all is about creating a new working climate and ends: “This work will never be
finished since it to such high a degree will be a work consisting of permanent adaptation; it cannot be

1

An Italian progressive school is described in Andersen et al. (1974). The booklet gives a good description of
the background to the Italian film “A teacher’s diary” that has been sent in Swedish television. The same can be
said about the classic rapport from “The children’s school” (Letter to a teacher, 1970).
2
The polarizing methods of Gert Z. Nordström’s & Christer Romilson’s can for example be seen as valuable
complement or a further development in line with Freinet’s idea of a dynamic pedagogy. The same is true
about other “societally exemplary” or awareness-raising educational methods like those worked out by Erling
Lars Dale, Paolo Freire, Oscar Negt and others, and aiming at compiling knowledge about particularities
(including knowledge about the studying person) and merging them with over-all relations.
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one man’s work, how brilliant he may be. It must be the result of a necessary cooperation between
all teachers directly interested in the work we have endeavored (Freinet, 1965).

The teacher of the people
In the same way Freinet reasoned about pedagogy and education. He doesn’t offer a patent solution,
not even for the liberation of children. He didn’t want to create a liberal free school, a pedagogic unit
as in A. S. Neill’s Summerhill. Instead he urges his colleagues “as the teachers of the people, among
the people, and as participants in the struggle of the people to realize the school of the people”
(Freinet, 1969). “A work to change school that doesn’t include changing the surrounding world risks
causing dangerous illusions. The idea that one can liberate the surrounding world via the top without
turning to the basis of education is another illusion, just as fatal. The teacher works on both fronts”
(Freinet, 1960). This perspective also appears in the “Program for the modern school” that (after the
death of Freinet) was adopted by the Freinet movement at the congress 1968: “We reject the illusion
of an education which stand on its own, outside the societal and political flows that constitutes it.
Education is no more than a part of a necessary societal revolution” (Charte de l’école moderne,
1973).
Really there is only one way of developing a language, and that is to be put
in situations that only can be solved by using language resources. This has
to begin in school. Now it’s happening nowhere in life, since workplace
problems aren’t solved by addressing those who are involved – this is done
over their heads.
Sven Wernström
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